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Immigration is a contentious public policy issue. Most contention, however, is about immigration by
individuals with relatively limited education and there is much less skepticism about the economic benefits
of highly educated immigrants to the native born. Critics of immigration argue that immigrants with little
education will compete for jobs with relatively unskilled native-born and drive down their wages; and that
they are more likely to draw heavily on public services such as health care while paying little or no taxes.
While highly educated immigrants can also compete for jobs with similarly skilled native-born, they are
believed to create job opportunities by starting new businesses and promoting trade and investment
linkages to their home countries. As high-income earners, they are thought more likely to have a positive
net fiscal impact on the host country by paying more in taxes than they receive in government services.
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cated immigrants but how to improve the economic benefits
that Canadians receive from highly educated immigrants.
It may be possible to achieve that goal by giving greater
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the educational institution in which an applicant received his
or her graduate training, as well as to graduate training in
a STEM-related discipline. However, making immigration to
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Canada easier for upper-tier STEM degree holders does not
ensure that those upper-tier candidates will choose Canada
as a host country and the fact that Canada loses so many of
its domestically educated systems engineers and computer
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